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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Petition 0619/2006 by María José Sota Cueto (Spanish) on a projected lime quarry in the 
Monte Llusa protected wildlife area (Cantabria)

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner expresses concern at an application being made by the EUROCALIZAS S.L. 
company to quarry for limestone in the Monte Llusa protected wildlife area of Cantabria, 
which provides a habitat and refuge for numerous species of fauna and flora, some of which 
are threatened with extinction, and a nesting, breeding and transitional resting ground for 
threatened species of birds. In addition, its caves contain a rich archaeological heritage and it 
is of great importance regarding the husbanding of water from nearby streams and springs. 
The petitioner is particularly concerned, given that all previous applications by the company 
have been accepted, although a number are still pending before the Galician Supreme Court. 
She fears that approval of the project will infringe at least the following directives: Council 
Directive 79/409/EEC of 2 April 1979 on the conservation of wild birds, Council Directive 
92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora 
and Directive 2006/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2000 
establishing a framework for Community action in the field of water policy.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 19 December 2006. Information requested from the Commission 
under Rule 192(4).

3. Commission reply, received on 7 May 2007.

I. Background/Summary of the facts/History

EUROCALIZAS S.L. has applied to the Government of Cantabria (Spain) for a mining 
licence, as a result of research permits ANOLE 16521 and ANOLE 3, for the extraction of 
aggregates (limestone) in Monte Llusa, on land belonging to the municipalities of Ribamontán 
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al Monte, Hazas de Cesto, and Solórzano.

The High Court of Cantabria gave a judgment on 14 February 2003 deciding on the 
administrative appeal No 655/2001 against the first research permit. This judgment partially 
accepted the appeal and found that the research permit should be limited to areas which were 
not qualified as particularly protected areas.

The extraordinary extensions granted for both research permits are currently being examined 
by the courts and a judgment from the High Court of Cantabria is pending.

As a result of both research permits, EUROCALIZAS S.L. has applied for a mining licence 
from the Cantabrian Regional Ministry of Industry. This body has admitted the request and 
has asked the Regional Ministry of Environment to start the required environmental 
assessment procedures. They will thereafter issue an environmental impact declaration on the 
project. This is compulsory under existing regional legislation due to the type of activity to 
which the project relates. 

II. The petition

The petitioner claims that the authorisation of this limestone mining project would infringe 
the following Community Directives:

− Directive 79/409/EEC of 2 April 1979 on the conservation of wild birds;1

− Council Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on the conservation of natural habitats 
and of wild fauna and flora;2

− Directive 2000/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 
2000 establishing a framework for Community action in the field of water policy.3

The petitioner requests the European Parliament to take the appropriate steps to prevent the 
Government of Cantabria from approving and authorising the implementation of this project 
and to impose the appropriate penalties.

III. The Commission’s comments to the petition

The documents enclosed with the petition describe the natural habitats and species present in 
the area. Available information indicates that the area potentially affected by the project is not 
near any Natura 2000 Special Protected Area or Site of Community Importance. Therefore, 
the provisions of article 6 of the Habitats Directive are not applicable.

According to the information provided by the petitioner, the appropriate environmental 
assessment is being carried out as requested by regional and Community legislation. 

  
1 OJ L 206, 22.7.1992, p. 7-50
2 OJ L 103, 25.4.1979, p. 1-18
3 OJ L 327, 22.12.2000, p.1-73
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In relation to a possible infringement of Directive 2000/60/EC, establishing a framework for 
Community action in the field of water policy, the Commission considers that the possible 
impact of the licensed mining activity on aquifer recharge and on the abstraction of water for 
human consumption from a spring needs to be assessed. In particular, this directive requests 
Member States to ensure a balance between abstraction and recharge of groundwater (Article 
4, paragraph 1b (ii)) with the aim of achieving good groundwater status (in this case 
quantitative) by 2015. This means that the mining licence should demonstrate that the 
activities will not jeopardise the achievement of the WFD groundwater quantitative status 
objectives. Nevertheless, the petitioner has not provided evidence that such demonstration 
lacks in this case.

IV. Conclusions

On the basis of the available information, the Commission has no reason to consider that 
Community legislation is not being correctly applied. 


